Wind Tunnel Level 3 Certification

To gain level 3 certification for the wind tunnel, you must complete these steps:

i. Print off the Wind Tunnel Time Log Sheet that is available on Endeavor’s online classroom page under the Level 3 Tab which is on the left-hand side of the page under the Wind Tunnel tab

ii. You must have a TA/level 4 certified individual approve an experiment/project and then you must record the time you spend performing the approved experiment/project

iii. Meet with the TA/level 4 certified individual that approved your experiment/project and have them sign off on your recorded hours

iv. After you complete 6 hours on the sheet and have the Time Log Sheet for Level 3 signed correctly, take the Time Log Sheet to ENDV 225 and get your white Endeavor safety card hole punched again

Completing this process will result in access to the wind tunnel without needing to be supervised by a TA/level 4 certified individual and you do not need to get experiments/projects approved before using the wind tunnel, but you still must schedule time slots to use the wind tunnel.

If you need further help, contact information for those that are available to help will be under the Wind Tunnel tab as well.